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Reflection electron energy-loss spectroscopy �REELS� at low energies is very surface sensitive and can be
used to characterize the electronic properties of ultrathin films and surface nanostructures. To extract reliable
quantitative information from a REELS experiment it is essential to have accurate theoretical algorithms. In
this paper, we have studied the validity of a theoretical method proposed by Yubero and Tougaard �Phys. Rev.
B 46, 2486 �1992�; Phys. Rev B 53, 9719 �1996�� to determine the dielectric function � by using an analysis
of an effective experimental REELS cross section determined by the Tougaard–Chorkendorff algorithm �Phys
Rev B 35, 6570 �1987��. To this end, REELS experiments with electrons incident normal to the surface were
carried out for a wide range of exit angles �35°–74° to the surface normal� and energies 200, 500, and 1000 eV
for several materials �Cu, Ag, Au, and Fe�. We find that the theory is in very good agreement with experiment
for all geometries and energies studied. It is important to note that for a given element, the same � is used for
all geometries and energies and that this � is determined by the analysis. The fact that the theory applies at
energies at least down to 200 eV where the inelastic mean free path ��� is �0.5 nm implies that the method
can be used to determine the dielectric properties of nanofilms, and the additional fact that the theory can
predict the variation with angle suggests that the method might also be used to determine the dielectric
properties of nanostructures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

New methods to characterize the electronic properties of
surface nanostructures are of great technological importance.
Reflection electron energy loss spectroscopy �REELS� at low
energy is surface sensitive and capable of detecting the elec-
tronic structure �represented by, e.g., the dielectric function �
�k, ��� of ultrathin films because when the energetic electron
travels in the surface region of a solid, the incident electron
can be inelastically scattered through an interaction with va-
lence and core electrons.1

Several models have been developed to describe the elec-
tron energy loss in a REELS experiment.2–13 Two approaches
have been followed to describe the influence of surface ex-
citation. In 1992, Yubero and Tougaard tested a simple
model6 where surface and bulk excitations were treated as
separate events and represented by surface and volume loss
functions with a shape that was assumed to be independent
of energy and experimental geometry. They found that al-
though they could get a good account of the observed varia-
tions in energy loss with primary energy and geometry, the
determined expansion coefficients turned out to be
unphysical.6 This led them to conclude that the surface and
bulk excitations cannot be treated as separate events. Subse-
quently, they developed models where the electron trajectory
from the electron gun to the electron energy analyzer was
treated as a single event.7,8 They showed that not only the
relative intensities but also the shape of surface and bulk
energy-loss distribution depend on the energy, geometry, and
the depth where the electron is backscattered. Even as the
electron travels in the vacuum outside the solid, it will expe-
rience significant energy-loss processes. In spite of these

findings, other groups have later followed the idea of sepa-
rating the surface and bulk excitations into two functions, a
surface and a bulk term.5,10–14 For instance, in the model of
Chen and co-workers,5,13,14 the surface loss component is
calculated by integrating the surface loss function over all
depths, assuming that every electron in the REELS experi-
ment penetrates the full region in which surface losses occur.
In other words, it is assumed that all detected electrons ex-
perience the same surface effect independent of the depth
they reach. Recently, Werner has presented a procedure to
decompose experimental loss spectra of medium-energy
electrons reflected from solid surfaces into contributions due
to surface and volume electronic excitations.10,11 This was
achieved by an analysis of two spectra acquired at two dif-
ferent energies10 and/or geometrical configurations.11 The ba-
sic assumption in this procedure is thus also that the surface
and bulk excitations can be treated as separate events. Al-
though he found a reasonable agreement with experiment,
his comparison was limited to only one pair of measure-
ments, which does not necessarily test the validity of the
theory. Thus, a thorough test of the validity would require
that a series of experiments obtained with a wide range of
energies and geometries all give good agreement with theory.
Recently, an example was published for Au where two sets
of REELS spectra taken at different energies were shown to
give similar results.12 However, both sets were taken at rela-
tively high energies ��1000 eV� where the influence of the
surface is less critical.

To be able to use REELS to study the dielectric properties
of nanostructures, a low primary electron energy for which
the electron inelastic mean free path ��� is less than the
nanostructure dimension, i.e., ��1 nm, is required. There-
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fore, theory must be applicable to describe the REELS ex-
periments at E�500 eV, where � is typically less than
1 nm.15

In the present work, we have made an extensive test of the
validity of the dielectric response REELS model proposed by
Yubero and Tougaard.7,8 This theory was implemented in the
QUEELS-� �k ,��-REELS software,9 which we used to carry out
a quantitative analysis of the REELS spectra. In the follow-
ing, we will refer to this as the YT model. The model takes
into account bulk and surface contributions and the interfer-
ence effects of the electric field setup by the incident electron
on the reflected electron. It also includes the energy loss that
occurs while the electron travels in the vacuum due to its
interaction with its image charge. This model was previously
found to give a good quantitative agreement with

experiment.8,16,17 It provides a straightforward way to deter-
mine the energy-loss function and thereby the electronic
properties of a solid and to determine the inelastic-scattering
properties. Recently, it was applied to determine electronic
properties of ultrathin HfO2, Al2O3, and Hf-Al-O dielectric
films on Si �100�.18,19

As mentioned above, the shape of energy-loss distribution
depends on the geometry as well as the depth where the
electron is backscattered, and this is taken into account in the
YT model.7,8 However, there are some assumptions in this
theory, and the question is to what extent they limit the va-
lidity of the YT model. The two main assumptions are the
procedure to determine an effective experimental single scat-
tering cross section and the simple model used to describe
elastic electron scattering.

The first possible problem originates from the procedure
used to deduce the experimental cross section from the mea-
sured REELS spectrum. This is done with the method of
Tougaard and Chorkendorff,20 which relies on a theory
where the path-length distribution is assumed to be a simple
exponentially increasing or decreasing distribution over the
relevant range of path length �i.e., �3��. The method cor-
rects for multiple scattered electrons and gives an effective
single scattering cross section. This cross section is, how-
ever, not strictly the single scattering cross section. The rea-
son, as explained in the paper by Tougaard and
Chorkendorff,20 is that their algorithm relies on the assump-
tion that as the electron travels in the solid, the probability
for energy loss �E is a constant function of �E independent
of the actual depth underneath the sample surface. It is, how-
ever, clear that the probability of exciting a surface plasmon
decreases and the probability of exciting a bulk plasmon in-
creases with depth. Therefore, the relative intensities in the
various multiple surface and bulk plasmon peaks will be
slightly different.20,21 This effect is mainly seen for materials
such as Al and Si with narrow surface and bulk plasmon
peaks at distinctly different energy losses. This issue was
also addressed recently by Werner.10,11 However, even for Al

TABLE I. Determined parameters in the ELF to give the best
overall fit to all experimental cross sections for each material.

i
��0i

�eV�
Ai

�eV2�
	i

�eV�

Ag 1 3.9 0.55 0.37

�Eg=0� 2 8.6 25.18 4.6

�
i=1� 3 12 6.32 7

4 17.5 53.17 7.5

5 24 63.49 5

6 32.5 35.10 5

7 47 340.12 30

8 55 80.24 9

9 69.5 55.17 8

Au 1 2.9 0.16 0.8

�Eg=0� 2 6.2 3.81 4

�
i=1� 3 10.15 17.73 6.75

4 16.6 56.60 8.5

5 24 130.99 7.5

6 31.8 113.40 8.5

7 44.85 231.68 23

8 61.75 187.23 19

Cu 1 4.3 0.14 0.8

�Eg=0� 2 7.1 0.29 1

�
i=1� 3 9.95 38.17 7

4 15 20.69 7.5

5 18.8 86.07 7.5

6 26.5 51.87 5

7 37.5 131.28 45

8 60.1 176.68 55

9 79.41 312.46 45

Fe 1 9.4 17 8

�Eg=0� 2 16 70 9

�
i=1 for i�4� 3 22 210 10

�
i=0 for i�5� 4 30 39 20

5 57 47 7

6 68 63 18

FIG. 1. The determined ELF of Ag compared to the optical data.
* Reference 34 taken from Palik �Ref. 31�. ** Reference 33 taken

from Palik �Ref. 31�.
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and Si the agreement between theory and experiment is good
for energy loss less than the sum of surface and bulk plas-
mon energies.7,17,22 Most materials have wider energy-loss
structures, and the effect is expected to be small. However,
we want to test how important this possible problem is. The
degree of mixing surface and bulk excitations in the theoret-
ical single scattering cross section Kth will depend on the
energy and geometry. Thus, at 200 eV and a 74° exit angle to
the surface normal, the mixture will be very different from
the situation at 1000 eV and 35° exit angle. We can therefore
test the possible influence of this effect on the validity of the
Y-T model by comparing calculated Kth to the experimental
effective single scattering cross section for this wide range of
energies and angles using the same dielectric function � in
all calculations for a given material.

The second problem may arise because of the simple
model used to account for elastic electron scattering in which
the YT model assumes the electron trajectories to be V type;
i.e., their trajectory inside the solid is determined by a single
large angle scattering event. Even with this assumption, the
resulting theoretical expression is rather complicated. It
would therefore hardly be manageable to consider, within
their model, more general trajectories where the electrons
have been elastically scattered several times. However, both
the incidence and the exit angles are correct for all detected
electrons regardless of the elastic-scattering processes inside
the solid because they are determined by the position of the
electron gun and the electron energy analyzer. Furthermore,
detailed Monte Carlo calculations show that most of the ob-
served REELS electrons in the energy range of interest have
indeed undergone a single large-angle scattering event.23

However, these assumptions might not be sufficiently accu-
rate, and we will test the range of the validity here. If, for a
given REELS geometry, the probability for elastic scattering
into the direction of the detector is large, then the majority of
the detected electrons will have undergone a single scattering
event. If it is small, the role of multiple scattering will be
larger. Therefore, the possible failure of the YT model for

elastic scattering will be most critical at angles where the
single elastic-scattering cross section is small. We therefore
study this issue at all angles in the range 35°–74° to test for
a possible problem when a deep minimum in the elastic-
scattering cross section occurs for the angle between the
electron gun and analyzer.

In this paper, we have thus investigated the limits of ap-
plicability of the YT model to determine the dielectric prop-
erties of nanofilms. We compare the calculated and experi-
mental cross sections for materials Cu, Ag, and Au at
energies 200, 500, and 1000 eV and for Fe at energies 200
and 500 eV for normal incidence and emission angles from
35° to 74° with a 3° angle step. We find that using the YT
method, we can determine a dielectric function � �k ,�� that
consistently describes all experiments quantitatively. Thus,
without varying �, we find that the theory gives a consis-
tently good agreement with experiment at both high and low
energies, exit angles close to surface normal, and at very
glancing angles.

II. THEORY

A. Inelastic-scattering cross sections from reflection electron
energy loss spectroscopy

Let a beam of electrons of energy E0 be incident on the
sample surface and let jl�E� be the measured energy distri-
bution of REELS electrons. Now, assume that the sample is a
homogeneous medium in the sense that as the electron trav-
els in the solids, the probability K�E0 ,T� for energy-loss T
per unit path length and per unit energy loss is a constant
function of T, independent of the actual depth underneath the
solid surface. Then, assuming that the distribution of path
lengths R can for R�3� be approximated by e−R/L, where
the decay length L can take either positive or negative
values,20,21 the effective experimental electron inelastic cross
section Kexp�E0 ,T� is determined from an experimental
REELS spectrum as20,21

FIG. 2. The determined ELF of Au compared to the optical data.
* Reference 35 taken from Palik �Ref. 31�. ** Reference 33 taken

from Palik �Ref. 31�.

FIG. 3. The determined ELF of Cu compared to the optical data
*. Reference 33 taken from Palik �Ref. 31�.
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�*Kexp�E0,E0 − E�

=

jl�E� − �
E

E0

�*Kexp�E0,E� − E�jl�E��dE�

�
E0

−

E0
+

jl�E��dE�

, �1�

where the denominator is the area of the elastic peak and

�* = �L/�� + L� , �2�

where L can be obtained if �* and � are known

L = ��*/�� − �*� . �3�

For a numerical treatment, the REELS spectrum is divided
into channels Ei of width �E �with i=0 at E0� to get the
following from Eq. �1�:

FIG. 4. The determined ELF of Fe compared to the optical data.
* Reference 36 taken from Palik �Ref. 32� ** Reference 37 taken

from Palik �Ref. 32�.

FIG. 5. �*Kexp �solid line� and �*Kth �dashed line�.
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�*Kexp�E0,E0 − Ei�

=

jl�Ei� − �
m=1

i−1

�*Kexp�E0,Em − Ei�jl�Em��E

A0
, �1��

where A0 is the area of the elastic peak.

B. Determination of energy-loss functions and inelastic-
scattering cross sections from model dielectric functions

The basic ideas and an extensive discussion of the proce-
dure to determine the electron energy-loss function �ELF�
from experimental REELS according to the method of YT
can be found in Refs. 7–9 and 24–26. The theoretical effec-
tive single scattering cross section Kth�E0 ,�E� for all
REELS electrons corresponding to a given REELS experi-
ment can be calculated if the ELF is known. Here, E0 is the
primary electron energy and �E is the energy lost by an
electron in a scattering event. The ELF of the material is
parametrized in terms of an expansion in Drude–Lindhard-
type oscillators,7

Im�−
1

��k,�E�	 = �
i=1

n
Ai	i�E

����0ik�2 − �E2�2 + 	i
2�E2

� ��E − Eg� , �4�

with

��0ik = ��0i + 
i
�2k2

2m
, �5�

where the parameters Ai, 	i, ��0i, and 
i are the oscillator
strength, damping coefficient, excitation energy, and momen-
tum dispersion coefficient of the ith oscillator, respectively,
and �k is the momentum transferred from the REELS elec-
tron to the solid. The step function ��E−Eg� simulates a
band gap Eg in semiconductors and insulators, so that
��E−Eg�=0 if �E�Eg and ��E−Eg�=1 if �E�Eg. The
dependence of �0ik on k is generally unknown, but we use
Eq. �5� with 
i as an adjustable parameter. The values of the
momentum dispersion coefficients 
i are related to the effec-
tive electron mass, so that for free electrons 
i=1 and for flat
energy bands 
i=0.

In the calculations, the oscillator strengths in the function
Im
1 /��0,�E�� are adjusted to make sure that it fulfills the

FIG. 6. �*Kexp �solid line� and �*Kth �dashed line�.
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well-established Kramers–Kronig sum rule,27

2

�
�

0

�

Im� 1

��0,�E�	d��E�
�E

= 1 − Re� 1

��0,0� . �6�

Once the experimental inelastic cross section
Kexp�E0 ,�E� has been determined, Eq. �4� is used in the
calculation of Kth�E0 ,�E� as a test function in a trial-and-
error procedure, and parameters are modified until the agree-
ment between the theoretical Kth�E0 ,�E� and experimental
inelastic cross sections Kexp�E0 ,�E� is satisfactory.

Analytical expressions have been calculated by Yubero
et al.8 for the effective inelastic-scattering cross section
Keff�E0 ,�E ,x0 ,i ,o� for a single REELS electron as a func-
tion of their primary energy E0, the dielectric function of the
system � �k ,�E�, the maximum depth x0 reached by the
electron before being elastically backscattered, and the inci-
dence i and exit o angles of the electron with respect to the
surface normal. However, the cross section determined from
an experimental REELS spectrum,20 by Eq. �1��, has contri-
butions from electrons that have reached different depths in
the solid. To compare this cross section with theory, it is
necessary to estimate the path-length distribution for those

electrons that have undergone a single inelastic-scattering
event.

For all elements, small-angle elastic scattering is highly
favored, and these events do not significantly affect the tra-
jectory. Furthermore, detailed Monte Carlo calculations show
that most of the observed REELS electrons in the energy
range of interest have undergone a single large-angle scatter-
ing event.23 Then, for fixed incidence i and exit o angles,
the contribution to the measured inelastic-scattering cross
section Kth�E0 ,�E ,i ,o� is a weighted average over the to-
tal path length x of Keff�E0 ,�E ,x0 ,i ,o�, with the weight
function given by Q�E0 ,x ,i ,o� as

Kth�E0,�E,i,o�

=

�
0

�

dxQ�E0,x,i,o�Keff�E0,�E,x0,i,o�

�
0

�

dxQ�E0,x,i,o�
, �7�

where Q is the path-length distribution function for those
electrons that have undergone a single inelastic collision. We
emphasize again that the theoretical Kth in Eq. �7� includes
both surface and bulk effects. Thus, we do not calculate

FIG. 7. �*Kexp �solid line� and �*Kth �dashed line�.
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separate surface and bulk excitations, as was done, e.g., in
the models of Chen and co-workers5,13,14 and Werner.10,11

If we assume that the inelastic events are independent, the
scattering probability along the path traveled by the electron
will be given by a Poisson distribution. Then, the probability
that one electron has had only one inelastic scattering is
�x /�eff�e−x/�eff, where �eff is an “effective” inelastic mean free
path for a single REELS electron. It can be calculated by the
QUEELS-� �k, ��-REELS software9 as a self-consistent value
determined as the inverse of the area of the effective cross
section for each trajectory.

We also calculate �* by normalizing the two cross sec-
tions, i.e.,

�* =
� ��*Kexp�d��E�

� Kthd��E�
, �8�

where integration is done over the energy ranges 2.6–50 eV
for Cu, Ag, and Au and 2.6–70 eV for Fe, which contain the
main energy-loss structure for these materials.

III. EXPERIMENT

Since the maximum spectral intensity is much lower in
the energy-loss range compared to the elastic region, the
elastic and inelastic part of the REELS spectra were recorded
separately. Thus, to improve the signal to noise level, the
inelastic regions of the spectra were recorded in the energy
range E�E0−2 eV with a higher beam current. The elastic
spectrum was measured in a limited energy range around the
elastic peak �E0−9 eV�E�E0+2 eV� with a low primary
beam current to make sure that the detector response is lin-
ear. The measured elastic and inelastic spectra corresponding
to each material at a given geometry and primary electron
energy were normalized to their area in the energy interval of
E0−9 eV to E0−2 eV, and a single spectrum that includes
the elastic peak and the full energy-loss spectrum was pro-
duced.

The REELS spectra of Cu, Ag, Au, and Fe were measured
in a ADES 400 photoelectron spectrometer for normal inci-
dence �i=0� and emission angles o �to the surface normal�
from 35° to 74° with a 3° angle step. Primary electron ener-
gies of 200, 500, and 1000 eV were used. All spectra were
measured using a 20 eV pass energy and a 0.2 eV energy
step over a wide energy-loss range ��100 eV�. Under these

TABLE II. �TPP �Å� from Ref. 15 and the calculated �* �Å� by
Eq. �8� using values in Table I �see text�.

E0

�eV� min��*� max��*� Ave��*�
�TPP

�Å�

Ag 200 3.68 4.96 3.97 5.29

500 8.03 10.25 8.92 9.04

1000 13.73 18.44 16.79 14.75

Au 200 3.79 4.65 4.03 4.62

500 6.43 8.33 7.21 7.65

1000 11.91 15.03 13.17 12.31

Cu 200 3.89 4.59 4.27 5.38

500 7.41 9.51 8.75 9.40

1000 13.16 17.17 15.16 15.45

Fe 200 3.55 4.05 3.84 5.79

500 7.08 8.21 7.74 9.99

FIG. 8. �*Kexp �solid line� and �*Kth �dashed line�.
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experimental conditions, the full width at half maximum of
the elastic peak was �0.6 eV. The measured spectra were
corrected by the analyzer transmission function T�E��E−p,
where p=0.64 for Epass=20 eV.28

IV. ANALYSIS, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION

We used the QUASES-XS-REELS software29 which applies
Eq. �1�� to obtain the experimental �*Kexp from the REELS
spectra.

To determine the ELF of the materials and also to model
the theoretical cross section, Kth, we used the QUEELS-� �k,
��-REELS software,9 which has been set up on the basis of the
formalism mentioned in Sec. II B. From the features ob-
served in the REELS spectra, we assumed a trial ELF for
each material. This ELF was modified until the best overall
agreement between the theoretical Kth and experimental
�*Kexp for all experiments was achieved. The oscillator

strengths were renormalized to fulfill the Kramers–Kronig
sum rule �Eq. �6��, where Re�1 /��0,0��= �n2−�2� / �n2+�2�2.
The refractive indices n and the extinction coefficients � for
the studied materials in the long wavelength limit were taken
from Ref. 30. For these materials, Re�1 /��0,0���0, as ex-
pected for conductors. Its exact value is therefore not critical.
The obtained parameters for the ELFs for these materials are
tabulated in Table I and illustrated in Figs. 1–4. For compari-
son, ELF from Palik31,32 are also depicted in Figs. 1–4. The
agreement with Palik is reasonable for ���30 eV, while it
is bad for ���30 eV. The origin of this is unknown. How-
ever, note that Palik took the data for Ag, Au, and Fe for the
�30 eV and �30 eV energy regions from different publica-
tions. Note also that the data33–37 are �25–40 years old and
may be subject to experimental uncertainties caused, e.g., by
surface contamination. Deviations from Palik’s data were
also reported by Werner,38,39 who additionally found a gen-

FIG. 9. The determined 1 /L �Å−1� �open circle� for Ag, using
the YT model, and elastic-scattering cross section �solid circle�
taken from Ref. 41. a0 is the Bohr radius. FIG. 10. The determined 1 /L �Å−1� �open circle� for Au, using

the YT model, and elastic-scattering cross section �solid circle�
taken from Ref. 41. a0 is the Bohr radius.
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erally better agreement with calculations based on density
functional theory.38,40

To see to what extent the shape of Kth agrees with the
shape of �*Kexp, the normalized theoretical and experimental
cross sections are shown in Figs. 5–8 for the studied mate-
rials. The normalization factors are tabulated in Table II �see
discussion below�. Note that in all the calculations, the same
ELF was used for each material. The agreement between
theory and experiment is quite good for all angles and all
energies for each material, and the experimentally observed
variation with angle and energy is well described by the
theory. One exception is the small peak at �57 eV for Fe
where the theory gives a much wider peak with 
=1 �corre-
sponding to a free electron dispersion�. Using 
=0 for that
oscillator results in a much better agreement between theory
and experiment. This peak is mainly due to excitation of the
strongly bound Fe 3p core electrons, which is the reason why
the dispersion is small. A similar effect of 
�0 has been
observed for insulators.16,24

The fact that the YT theory gives a good agreement with
experimental effective cross sections determined by the
Tougaard–Chorkendorff algorithm for a very wide range of
geometries �35°–74° off normal�, and energies 200, 500, and
1000 eV for several materials �Cu, Ag, Au, and Fe� all ob-
tained with the same � for each material shows that this
theory gives a valid and quite accurate description of the
dielectric properties. Furthermore, the fact that it is valid for
low energies �at least down to 200 eV where ��0.5 nm�
proves that it can be used to determine the dielectric proper-
ties of nanofilms by an analysis of REELS, and the addi-
tional fact that the theory can predict the variation with angle
suggests that the method might also be used to determine the
dielectric properties of nanostructures.

The obtained values of �* are given in Table II for each
material at different primary electron energies. The mini-
mum, maximum, and average values of �* �averaged over all
measured angles� as well as �TPP-2M �calculated with the
QUASES-TPP-2M calculator, which can be freely downloaded
from www.quases.com �Ref. 29�; this calculator uses the
TPP-2M formula by Tanuma et al.15� are shown in Table II.
For each material at a given energy, the obtained value of �*

depends on the geometry. As can be seen in Table II, the
variation of �* with geometry for a given material and en-
ergy is about 10%–20%. This variation could be due to sur-
face excitations, which could cause �* to depend on geom-
etry, or it could be due to the effect of elastic scattering and
thereby due to variation in L, which indicates either an in-
creasing or a decreasing path-length distribution �see below�.

FIG. 11. The determined 1 /L �Å−1� �open circle� for Cu, using
the YT model, and elastic-scattering cross section �solid circle�
taken from Ref. 41. a0 is the Bohr radius.

FIG. 12. The determined 1 /L �Å−1� �open circle� for Fe, using
the YT model, and elastic-scattering cross section �solid circle�
taken from Ref. 41. a0 is the Bohr radius.
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Note also that although the presented mean values of �* are
close to �TPP-2M in most cases, we do not expect to get ex-
actly the same value because �TPP-2M is for the bulk, on one
hand. On the other hand, the expected accuracy of the abso-
lute �TPP-2M values is �20%.

For the determination of the experimental �*Kexp by Eq.
�1��, it is assumed that the distribution of path lengths R, for
R�3�, can be approximated by e−R/L. For geometries where
the elastic-scattering cross section is low, a large fraction of
the detected REELS electrons have undergone multiple scat-
tering events. Therefore, it is expected that L is negative. It
should be noted that the Tougaard–Chorkendorff20 theory is
valid also for L�0. L does not have to be positive; and a
negative L simply means that the path-length distribution
�PLD� increases for small path lengths. The fact that e−R/L

approaches infinity for large R is not a problem because only
path lengths �3� are relevant for REELS experiments. For
geometries where the elastic-scattering cross section is high,
most detected electrons have undergone a single scattering
event. Therefore, it is expected that L is positive. In order to
study if this interpretation is correct, we have calculated L
values for each material at a given energy and geometry from
Eq. �3� by using the corresponding obtained �* and taking �
to be the average values of �* �averaged over all measured
angles�. The resulting 1 /L values, which indicate either an
increasing or decreasing path-length distribution for a given
experiment, are shown in Figs. 9–12. The elastic electron
scattering cross sections41 are also shown in Figs. 9–12. As
seen, the variation of 1 /L versus o correlates very well with
the elastic-scattering cross section. The values are also seen
to be in agreement with the expectations mentioned above.
This supports the validity of the assumed simple path-length
distribution function.

V. CONCLUSION

From an analysis of extensive REELS experiments, we
have studied the validity of the YT theory to determine the
dielectric properties of surface nanofilms. The possible limi-
tations due to the assumption of a simple path-length distri-
bution in the method as well as the surface-bulk mixing
when the experimental cross section is determined by the
Tougaard–Chorkendorff algorithm were studied.

It was found that the YT theory gives a very good agree-
ment with experimental effective cross section for the mate-
rials Cu, Ag, and Au at energies 200, 500, and 1000 eV and
for Fe at energies 200 and 500 eV for normal electron inci-
dence and emission angles from 35° to 74° with a 3° angle
step. It is important to note that the comparison of theory to
experiment is done with the same dielectric function � for all
geometries and energies for a given material.

The fact that the theory applies at energies at least down
to 200 eV where the inelastic mean free path is �0.5 nm
implies that the method can be used to determine the dielec-
tric properties of nanofilms, and the additional fact that the
theory can predict the variation with angle suggests that the
method might also be used to determine the dielectric prop-
erties of nanostructures.
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